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a b s t r a c t
When dealing with the optic disc and cup in the optical nerve head images, their joint segmentation
confronts two critical problems. One is that the spatial layout of the vessels in the optic nerve head
images is variant. The other is that the landmarks for the optic cup boundaries are spatially sparse and at
small spatial scale. To solve these two problems, we propose a spatial-aware joint segmentation method
by explicitly considering the spatial locations of the pixels and learning the multi-scale spatially dense
features. We formulate the joint segmentation task from a probabilistic perspective, and derive a spatialaware maximum conditional probability framework and the corresponding error function. Accordingly, we
provide an end-to-end solution by designing a spatial-aware neural network. It consists of three modules:
the atrous CNN module to extract the spatially dense features, the pyramid ﬁltering module to produce
the spatial-aware multi-scale features, and the spatial-aware segmentation module to predict the labels
of pixels. We validate the state-of-the-art performances of our spatial-aware segmentation method on
two public datasets, i.e., ORIGA and DRISHTI. Based on the segmentation masks, we quantify the cup-todisk values and apply them to the glaucoma screening. High correlation between the cup-to-disk values
and the risks of the glaucoma is validated on the dataset ORIGA.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Joint segmentation of the optic disc (OD) and optic cup (OC) in
the optic nerve head (ONH) images is a fundamental task for the
automated glaucoma screening and progression assessment. In an
ONH image, the OD (see Fig. 1(a)) is the place that the optic nerve
entering the retinal, and exhibits as an ellipse-like bright region.
It is also the convergent point that the major vessels converge
from both the superior and inferior directions. The OD is divided
into two different parts. One is the centre portion called OC (see
Fig. 1(b)) and the other is between the OD and OC, called the
neural retinal rim (see Fig. 1(b)). The OC is a pit with no nerve
ﬁbres. Its boundaries are commonly determined based on the
pallor and kinks of the vessels [1]. The pallor is deﬁned as the
area with maximum colour contrast inside the OD region. The
kinks, also called r-bends, are deﬁned as the bending of the vessels
when they traverse the OC boundaries and dip into the optic pit
[1] (see Fig. 1(b)). Clinically, the ratio of the vertical OC diameter
to the vertical OD diameter, called the vertical cup-to-disc ratio
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(CDR), is manually estimated by ophthalmologists. It is used as a
common measurement for the glaucoma diagnosis and progression
assessment [2]. Such a manual assessment is labour intensive and
impossible for the large scale population screening. To make the
screening automated and assist the progression assessment, the
joint segmentation of OD and OC is desired.
One way to automatically segment the OD and/or OC is to
design hand-crafted features according to the clinical principles.
For example, Salazar-Gonzalez et al. [3] incorporate the appearance and vessel structure priors into a graph-cut formulation to
segment the OD. Joshi et al. [4,5], Damon et al. [6] and Wong
et al. [7] segment the OC by detecting the vessel kinks. Cheng
et al. [8,9] model for the appearance and learn classiﬁers for OD
and OC separately to classify the superpixels. Riding the wave of
deep learning technology, deep methods such as lightweight U-Net
[10], MNet [11] and FC-DenseNet [12] are proposed and outperform
most of those using the hand-crafted features. However, there still
exist two challenges: (1) the variance of the spatial layout of the
vessels, and (2) the ill-deﬁned OC boundaries. Next we will detail
these two challenges and our considerations.
The ﬁrst challenge is that the superior and inferior parts of the
OD and OC in the ONH image are covered by the major vessels
while the nasal and temporal parts are often covered by the small
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Fig. 1. The structure of the optic disc and optic cup. (a) is the ONH image and (b) is cropped from (a). The optic disc is enclosed by the green circle, and the optic cup is
enclosed by the red circle. The region between them is the neural retinal rim. Two examples for the kinks of vessels are pointed by the blue arrows. The vertical cup-to-disc
ratio is estimated by the ratio of the vertical diameter of the optic cup (VCD) to the vertical diameter of the optic disc (VDD).

vessels (see Fig. 1(a)). This results in the variance of the subspaces
embedding the feature representations of the different image parts.
Directly learning one classiﬁer as the segmenter from those features encounters signiﬁcant diﬃculty. In fact, the label prediction
not only depends on the context features, but also depends on
the spatial locations. We therefore explicitly consider the spatial
locations of the pixels and propose a spatial-aware segmentation
method. In detail, we jointly learn multiple spatial-aware classiﬁers. Each classiﬁer predicts the labels of pixels belonging to the
same image part while different classiﬁers predict the labels of
pixels belonging to different image parts.
The second challenge is that the OC boundaries are subtle. The
appearance difference between the OC and the rim is subtle.
The most reliable landmarks for the OC boundary delineation are
the spatially sparse kinks of vessels at small spatial scale. It requires that the feature extractor is able to not only preserve the
local spatial structure details to encode the small scale kinks of
the vessels, but also exploit large context to infer the subtle OC
boundaries according to their sparse landmarks. In standard CNNs
such as [13–16], context is captured by consecutive standard convolutional layers with down sampling. The down sampling operation enlarges the receptive ﬁeld size. But it also reduces the spatial
resolution of the feature maps and easily fails to encode the small
scale structures.
To exploit large context and preserve the spatial structures at
small scale, this paper proposes to use an atrous CNN [17,18]. On
one hand, it enlarges the receptive ﬁeld size and exploits large context by the atrous ﬁlters. On the other hand, it allows us to reduce
the times of the down sampling operation compared to the standard CNNs and preserve the spatial structures at small scale.
Fig. 2(a) illustrates the overview of the proposed Spatial-aware
neural Network (SAN). It consists of three modules: (1) the atrous
CNN module to exploit the large context feature maps incorporating the spatial structure details; (2) the pyramid ﬁltering module to produce multi-scale features for each part; (3) spatial-aware
segmentation module to predict the labels of the pixels. Its stateof-the-art segmentation performances are validated on two public
datasets, i.e., ORIGA [19] and DRISHTI [20]. Based on the segmentation masks, the CRD value is calculated and applied to the glaucoma perdition. Validation on the ORIGA dataset [19] demonstrates
the effectiveness of our method for the CDR estimation and glaucoma prediction.
The contributions of this paper are summarised as follows:
• We highlight the importance of explicitly considering the variance of the spatial layout of the vessels and the spatial sparsity
of the kinks of the vessels at small scale for the joint OD and
OC segmentation task.

• We propose a spatial-aware joint segmentation method by formulating it as a maximum conditional probability framework
from a probabilistic perspective.
• We provide an end-to-end solution by designing a spatialaware neural network.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews
the state-of-the-art methods. Section 3 provides a detailed derivation for the spatial-aware joint segmentation task and description
of the proposed SAN. Section 4 reports the experimental results. In
Section 5, we provide performances on the CDR estimation based
on the segmentation masks and discuss the potential application
on the glaucoma screening. The following section concludes this
paper.
2. Related works
During the past years, tremendous effort has been made for the
segmentations of the OD and/or the OC. According to the features
that the previous methods exploit for the segmentation tasks, we
divide them into two classes: hand-crafted feature based methods
and deep feature based methods.
(1) Hand-crafted feature based segmentation methods. Conventional medical image analysis relies on hand-crafted features such as texture descriptors [21,22]. The OD and OC
have high contrast to their surrounding regions and both
of them are circular-like or ellipse-like. Inspired by these
two priors, most previous methods focus on how to incorporate them into the segmentation model. For example, Aquino et al. [23] detect the candidate edges and perform Circular Hough Transform to obtain the approximate
OD boundaries whereas deformable model is adopted to delineate the boundaries in [24–26]. Liu et al. [27,28] propose a saliency-based OD segmentation method. Xu et al.
[29] use low-rank representation to distinguish the OD region and Salazar-Gonzalez et al. [3] use graph-cut to segment the OD. Zheng et al. [30] simultaneously segment the
OD and OC with graph-cut. To better integrate the priors,
supervised methods such as region-level classiﬁer [31] and
superpixel-level classiﬁers [8,32] are learnt to segment the
OD. Similar method is also proposed to segment the OC
in [9]. In [33], a shape-appearance model is learnt to segment the OD. [1], Joshi et al. [4], [5]], Damon et al. [6] and
Wong et al. [7] focus on the kink detection by analysing
the vessels. The key component of these methods is the design of the local hand-crafted features to encode the appearance prior and the local structure of the kinks. They are susceptible to the vessel occlusions, pathological regions, low
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Fig. 2. An overview of the proposed spatial-aware neural network (SAN) for the joint OD and OC segmentation. (a) The spatial-aware neural network (SAN). It includes an
atrous CNN module, a pyramid ﬁltering module consisting of M parallel pyramid ﬁltering blocks (PFB), and a spatial-aware segmentation module consisting of M parallel
spatial-aware segmentation blocks (SEB). The learning of the network is supervised by M spatial-aware error functions. (b) Components of the pyramid ﬁltering block (PFB)
associated with part m. (c) Components of the segmentation block (SEB) associated with part m. The detailed conﬁgurations for the atrous CNN module, PFB and SEB block
are provided in Appendix.

contrast, and low image quality due to the limited representation ability of the local hand-crafted features.
(2) Deep feature based segmentation methods. The huge success
of the CNNs achieved in many visual tasks directs the efforts into designing deep neural network architectures for
the segmentations of the OD and OC. In [34], a deep retinal image understanding network is proposed to jointly segment the OD and vessels. In [35], a semi-supervised method
based on the variational auto-encoder [36] is proposed to
segment the OC. Cheng et al. [37] ﬁrst improve the contrast of the retinal image, then train a deep model to segment the OC. To segment both the OD and OC, Sevastopolsky [10] separately train two lightweight U-Net models. AlBander et al. [12] formulate the joint segmentation task as a
multi-class classiﬁcation task and propose a U-shaped architecture with dense block. In [11], the task is formulated as a
multi-label task and solved by the proposed MNet. In [38],
an optic disc segmentation method based on atrous convolution and spatial pyramid pooling is proposed. In [39], a
context encoder with dense atrous convolution and residual
multi-kernel pooling are proposed to encoder the features
for OD segmentation. However, they ignore the spatial structure variance in the ONH image and the spatial sparsity of
the small scale kinks of vessels, which limits their segmentation performances.
Our SAN has signiﬁcant differences with existing deep learning implementations for the joint OD and OC segmentation [10–
12]. First, our SAN is “Backbone Style”. It extracts spatially dense
feature maps with large context as well as local structure information by an atrous CNN module, which allows to perform dense
prediction directly. Instead, [10,12] and [11] are “Encoder-Decoder

Style”. They ﬁrst design an encoder to extract spatially coarse feature maps incorporating with large context, then design a decoder
to recover the spatial information. Second, our SAN considers the
variance of the spatial layout of the vessels in the ONH image and
processes different parts by different segmenters while [10,12] and
[11] treat all the pixels equally and perform segmentation on the
whole ONH image with one segmenter.
3. Methodology
In this section, we ﬁrst detail our formulation for the task of the
spatial-aware joint segmentation of OD and OC from a probabilistic
perspective, then we introduce our design of SAN according to the
formulation.
3.1. Formulation from a probabilistic perspective
We formulate the segmentation as a multi-class dense classiﬁcation task. The goal is to assign a label to each pixel in the input
image. Since the ONH image consists of OC, rim and background,
among which the OC and rim make up of the OD, we let the label
space be {OC, rim, background}. Formally, given the training data
|X |

i
set (X , Y ) = {Xi , Yi }N
, where Xi = {xi, j } j=1
indicates the input imi=1
age represented by the polar coordinate system with |Xi | pixels,

|X |

i
Yi = {yi, j } j=1
denotes the corresponding ground truth map for image Xi and yi,j ∈ {oc, rim, background}, assuming that the pixels are
independent and identity distributed, the joint segmentation is formulated to optimize the following likelihood function:

 = arg max P (Y |X , ) ,


(1)
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where  represents the model parameters and P (Y |X , ) is the
likelihood function:

P (Y |X , ) =

|Xi |
N 


P (yi, j |xi, j , ) .

(2)

i=1 j=1

In the ONH image, the differences between OC and rim are subtle. Large context is necessary to infer the label of pixels according
to the sparse landmarks of the OC boundaries. Thus, to introduce
context information, we let the yi,j not only depends on xi,j , but
also on its neighbours. Let N (xi, j ) be the set of pixels including
xi,j and its neighbours and assume that each N (xi, j ) is sampled
from the ONH images independently. The conditional probability
over the data set can be expressed as:

P (Y |X , ) =

|Xi |
N 


P (yi, j |N (xi, j ), ) .

(3)

i=1 j=1

To handle the variance of the spatial layout of the vessels in
the ONH image, we assume that the label of the pixel not only depends on its context information, but also on its spatial location.
Following this assumption, we introduce a matrix variable L representing the spatial locations of the pixels in images to the conditional probability function:

P (Y |X , L, ) =

|Xi |
N 


P (yi, j |N (xi, j ), li, j , ) ,

(4)

i=1 j=1

where li,j is the spatial location of the jth pixel in Xi .
Intuitively, we partition the ONH image into M parts uniformly
from left to right such that Xi = {Xi(1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ Xi(M ) } and let  consist of three parts  = {θ f ea , θms , θcls }. θ f ea is parameters shared
by all the parts in the ONH images and associates to the com(m ) M
(m ) M
mon feature extraction. θms = {θms
}m=1 and θcls = {θcls
}m=1 are
(m )
spatial-aware parameters. θms
is speciﬁc to the mth part in the
ONH images and associates to the spatial-aware feature extraction.
(m )
θcls
associates to the classiﬁcation of the pixels in the mth part in
the ONH images. Thus the conditional probability function can be
written as:

P (Y |X , L, ) =

|Xi |
M 
N 


(m )
P (yi, j |N (xi, j ), θ f ea , θms
,

m=1 i=1 j=1

(m )

θcls ) · 1{li, j == m},

(5)

where 1{ · } is an indicator function.
In the joint OD and OC segmentation, the classes {oc, rim, background} are mutually exclusive. We assume that the class labels are
independent given the pixels and their neighbours. Then it can be
proved that the optimisation of maximising Eq. (5) is equivalent to
minimising the following spatial-aware error function:
M


L() =

(m )
(m )
L(m ) (θ f ea , θms
, θcls
),

(6)

m=1

(m ) (m )
where L(m ) (θ f ea , θms
, θcls ) is the error function for the mth part
in the ONH images:
(m )
(m )
L(m ) (θ f ea , θms
, θcls
)
(m )

=−

|
N |X
i



i=1

j=1

1{yi, j == t }

t

(m )
(m )
· log P (yi, j = t |N (xi, j ), xi, j ∈ Xi(m ) , θ f ea , θms
, θcls
),

(7)

where t belongs to {oc, rim, background}, 1{ · } is the indicator func(m ) (m )
tion, and P (yi, j = t |N (xi, j ), xi, j ∈ Xi(m ) , θ f ea , θms
, θcls ) is the conditional probability that measures how likely the pixel xi,j belongs to
class t.

Overall, the objective of our spatial-aware segmentation
method is to ﬁnd one common feature extractor (·, θ f ea )
for the whole ONH image, and M spatial-aware feature gen(m ) M
erators {ϒ (m ) (·, θms
)}m=1 and M spatial-aware classiﬁers

(m ) M
{ (m) (·, θcls
)}m=1 such that the loss function Eq. (6) is min-

imised. To this end, we design a spatial-aware neural network and
we next will detail it.
3.2. Network architectures

To minimise the loss function Eq. (6) in an end-to-end way, we
design a spatial-aware neural network (SAN). Its architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2. It consists of three modules: (1) the atrous CNN
module, used as the common feature extractor (·, θ f ea ) for the
whole ONH image; (2) the pyramid ﬁltering module containing M
Pyramid Filtering Blocks (PFBs), used as the spatial-aware feature
(m ) M
generators {ϒ (m ) (·, θms
)}m=1 to extract multi-scale features; (3)
the spatial-aware segmentation module including M spatial-aware
SEgmentation Blocks (SEBs), used as the spatial-aware classiﬁers
(m ) M
{ (m) (·, θcls
)}m=1 . Since polar transformation is able to balance
the class distributions [11] and increase the diversity of the training data [40], we feed the SAN with the ONH images represented
by polar coordinate. Next we will detail each module in the proposed SAN.
3.2.1. Atrous CNN module
To simultaneously exploit the large context and preserve the
local spatial structures, we use the atrous CNN module [17] for
feature extraction. The atrous CNN module [17] is modiﬁed from
VGG16 [14]. To reduce the loss of the spatial resolution of the
feature maps and preserve the details of the spatial structures
at small scale, the atrous CNN module removes the down sampling operators in the last two stages in VGG16 [14] and replaces the standard convolutional layers in the last stage in
VGG16 [14] by atrous convolutional layers. The parameters in the
atrous CNN module to be optimised constitute θ f ea in Eq. (6).
They are shared by the whole ONH image. The detailed conﬁguration for the atrous CNN module is provided in Fig. 9 in
Appendix.
Compared to existing deep OD and OC segmentation models
MNet [11] and lightweight U-Net [10] which are also modiﬁed
from the VGG16 [14], using the atrous CNN module [17] as the
feature extractor has following two advantages. First, it produces
spatially denser feature maps. The atrous CNN module only performs down sampling operation three times and down samples
the input by a factor of eight while MNet [11] and lightweight
U-Net [10] perform down sampling operation four times and
down samples the input by a factor of 16. This implies that the
atrous CNN module preserves more spatial structure details than
MNet [11] and the lightweight U-Net [10]. Second, the atrous CNN
module has a larger receptive ﬁeld size than the MNet [11] and the
lightweight U-Net [10]. This indicates that the atrous CNN module
exploits larger context than the MNet [11] and the lightweight
U-Net [10].
3.2.2. Pyramid ﬁltering module
In the ONH image, the scale of the rim and OC varies across
individuals. To further enhance the scale invariant of the features,
we design the pyramid ﬁltering module as the spatial-aware fea(m ) M
ture generators {ϒ (m ) (·, θms
)}m=1 to produce multi-scale features.
The pyramid ﬁltering module consists of M parallel pyramid
ﬁltering blocks (PFBs). Each PFB corresponds to one spatial-aware
(m )
generator ϒ (m ) (·, θms
). Fig. 2(b) illustrates its components. Formally, let fONH ∈ RH×W ×C be the feature maps that the atrous
CNN module outputs, where H × W is the spatial resolution of the
feature maps and C is the channel number, the pyramid ﬁltering
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module produces multi-scale feature maps by learning M pyramids
(m ) M
of ﬁlters θms = {θms
}m=1 in parallel via the M PFBs. Particularly,
suppose that the mth PFB consists of a spatial pyramid of ﬁlters at
(m )
R scales θms
= {w1(m ) , w2(m ) , ..., wR(m ) }, the outputs of the PFB are
the features at R scales {f1(m ) , . . . , fR(m ) }, where fr(m ) ∈ RH×Wm ×Cout
are the features with Cout channels at scale r:
(m )
fr(m ) [i, j] = ReLU ((fONH
∗(r·α0 ) wr(m ) )[i, j] ) .

(8)

(m )
In Eq. (8), fONH
∈ RH×Wm ×C is the mth part in fONH . It satisﬁes
(m )

(m )

(1 )
(M )
1
2
fONH = fONH
∪ . . . ∪ fONH
and fONH
∩ fONH
= ∅ if m1 = m2 . α 0 is the
smallest scale range, and ∗(r·α0 ) means the atrous convolution operator with atrous rate r · α 0 . ReLU is the rectiﬁed linear unit [41] to
increase the nonlinearity and sparsity of the network. The detailed
conﬁguration for one PFB is provided in Fig. 10 in Appendix.

3.2.3. Spatial-aware segmentation module and spatial-aware
supervision
After the spatial-aware feature maps are obtained, we design the spatial-aware segmentation module associated with
(m ) M
parameters θcls = {θcls
}m=1 as the spatial-aware classiﬁers

(m ) M
{ (m) (·, θcls
)}m=1 to predict the labels of the pixels. It con-

sists of M spatial-aware segmentation blocks (SEBs). Fig. 2(c)
shows the components of one SEB block.
Formally, suppose the multi-scale feature maps from the mth
PFB be {fr(m ) }Rr=1 where fr(m ) ∈ RH×Wm ×Cout denotes the feature maps
of the mth part at scale r, for each part X(m) , the corresponding
SEB outputs the probability maps by:


P (Y

(m )

(m ) R

(m )

|{fr }r=1 , θcls ) = g

R



(m )

g2 (ReLU (g1 (fr

(m )

, r

(m )

)), ωr

,

r=1

(9)
where g1 and g2 are linear functions with parameters r(m ) and
(m )
ωr(m) respectively, θcls
= {r(m ) , ωr(m ) }Rr=1 , and g is the softmax
function. g1 aggregates the input features ﬁrst. Then ReLU is used
to regularise the aggregated features. g2 maps the features of each
pixel to the label activations. Thereafter g maps the label activations of each pixel to a probability vector. The detailed conﬁguration of the SEB is provided in Fig. 10 in Appendix.
3.2.4. Learning
Given the training dataset for the segmentation of the OD and
OC, we adopt stochastic gradient descent to minimise the error
function Eq. (6) and obtain the optimal parameters:

(θ f ea , θms , θcls )∗ = arg min L(θ f ea , θms , θcls ) ,

(10)

(m ) M
(m ) M
where θms = {θms
}m=1 and θcls = {θcls
}m=1 .
In the testing phase, given an ONH image X represented by the
ˆ (m ) for a speciﬁc part
polar coordinate, the label prediction map Y
X(m) is given by:
(m )
(m ) ∗
ˆ (m ) = max P (y j = t |N (x j ), x j ∈ X(m ) , (θ f ea , θms
Y
, θcls
) ).
t

(11)

By concatenating all the spatial-aware label prediction maps, the
whole label prediction map for the input X is obtained:

ˆ =Y
ˆ (1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ Y
ˆ (M ) .
Y

(12)

ˆ , and
Thereafter, we perform the inverse radial transformation on Y
obtain the segmentation represented by the Cartesian coordinate.
As the same as that in the previous methods [9,11,42], an ellipse
ﬁtting is performed on both the OC mask and the OD mask to yield
the ﬁnal segmentation masks.
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4. Experimental results
The proposed spatial-aware joint segmentation method is ﬁrst
evaluated and compared with the state-of-the-art segmentation
methods on the public dataset ORIGA [19] from two aspects: the
overlapping error at region level and the average boundary localisation error at boundary level. It then is evaluated and compared
on the dataset DRISHT [20] in terms of the dice coeﬃcient at region level and the average boundary localisation error at boundary
level.
4.1. Datasets and experimental setup
Datasets. We validate our SAN on two public datasets: ORIGA
[19] and DRISHTI [20]. ORIGA [19] contains 650 fundus images in
which 168 images are from glaucomatous eyes and 482 images are
from normal eyes. ORIGA [19] provides the boundaries manually
delineated by experts, CDR value and the label indicating glaucoma
or not for each fundus image. It is divided into 325 training images
including 73 glaucoma cases and 325 testing images including 95
glaucoma cases. DRISHTI [20] contains 101 colour retinal fundus
images consisting 50 training images and 51 testing images. Each
image provides four manual segmentation masks for the OD and
OC respectively, which are delineated by four experts with 3, 5, 9,
20 years of clinical experience. The ground truth masks are generated if the regions get the support from at least three experts.
Experimental setup. Our SAN is built on the top of the implementation of Deeplab V2 [17] within the Caffe framework [43].
We initialise the weights θ f ea in the atrous CNN module by the
Deeplab V2 [17], and initialise the weights θms in the pyramid ﬁltering module and the weights θcls in the spatial-aware segmentation module with Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation 0.01. We adopt the stochastic gradient descent to
optimise the network parameters. The learning rate is set to 0.0 0 01
for θ f ea and 0.002 for θms and θcls . The maximum number of training iterations is 18,0 0 0. The number of parts M is set to six. The
smallest feature scale α 0 is set to six and the number of scales
R is set to four. Our work focuses on the segmentation task, thus
we simply suppose that the OD centroids are given. The input of
proposed SAN is a 401 × 401 ONH image represented by the polar
coordinate which is obtained by performing a radial transformation on an 803 × 803 ONH image centred on the OD centroid. In
the training stage, we augment the training dataset by performing
up-sampling (1.05 × original image size), down-sampling (0.95 ×
original image size) and horizontal ﬂipping on the colour retinal
fundus images in the Cartesian coordinate system. Then for each
image, nine ONH images size of 803 × 803 are randomly cropped
whose centroids are near the OD centroid, and transformed into
the polar coordinate system with the size of 401 × 401. With this
augmentation, the size of training set increases by a factor of 54.
4.2. Evaluation metrics
Region level metrics. The overlapping error E (Yˆ , Y ) is a widely
used metric in previous methods such as [11,44]. It measures the
ratio of the number of the wrongly detected pixels and missing
detection pixels to the number of pixels in the union set of the
segmentation mask Yˆ and the ground truth Y. It is deﬁned as:

E (Yˆ , Y ) = 1 −

Area(Yˆ ∩ Y )
,
Area(Yˆ ∪ Y )

(13)

where Area( · ) accounts for the number of the non-zero elements.
Additionally, as same as previous method [45], the Dice similarity
coeﬃcient Dice(Yˆ , Y ) is also used. It measures the extent of overlapping between the segmentation mask Yˆ and the ground truth Y,
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Fig. 3. Examples from ORIGA [19] for OD segmentation by (b) MNet [11], (c) DeepLab V2 [17] and (d) our SAN. The solid elliptic contours in red are the OD boundaries
manually delineated by experts and the dashed elliptic contours in green are the OD boundaries of the segmented OD masks by segmentation methods.

and is deﬁned as:

2 · Area(Yˆ ∩ Y )
Dice(Yˆ , Y ) =
,
Area(Yˆ ) + Area(Y )

(14)

Boundary level metric. Similar to [45], the average boundary
localisation error (BLE) is used to evaluate the segmentation performance at a boundary level. It measures the average absolute
distance between the boundary Bˆ of the segmentation mask and
the boundary B of the ground truth segmentation. It is deﬁned as:

BLE (Bˆ, B ) =

1
n



|d (Bˆ, θ ) − d (B, θ )| ,

(15)

θ ∈{θ1 ,...,θn }

where d (Bˆ, θ ) computes the Euclidean distance of the boundary
point on Bˆ in the direction θ to the centroid of the ONH image,
and {θ1 , . . . , θn } is the set of the uniformly sampled directions. As
same as the setting used in [45], n is set to 24.
4.3. Results on ORIGA
Segmentation evaluation. For quantitative comparison, we
compare our SAN with 11 methods, i.e., R-bend [5], ASM [46],
Superpixel [9], LRR [29], lightweight U-Net [10], MNet [11], FCDenseNet [12], DeepLab V2 [17], JointRCNN [47], DeepLab V3
[48] and PSPNet [49]. The ﬁrst four methods use hand-crafted
features while the last seven are deep learning methods. Among
deep learning methods, lightweight U-Net [10], MNet [11], FCDenseNet [12] and JointRCNN [47], are designed for the OD and
OC segmentation. DeepLab V2 [17], DeepLab V3 [48] and PSPNet
[49] are originally designed for natural scene image segmentation
and ﬁne-tuned to make them be more sophisticated on the joint
OD and OC segmentation task. Lightweight U-Net [10], MNet [11],
DeepLab V2 [17], JointRCNN [47] and ours adopt VGG16 [14] or
lightweight VGG16 [10] as backbone. FC-DenseNet [12] adopts
DenseNet [50] as backbone while DeepLab V3 [48] and PSPNet
[49] adopt ResNet101 [15] as backbone. The results of R-bend [5],

ASM [46], Superpixel [9], LRR [29] and lightweight U-Net [10] are
from [11]. The results of MNet [11] are provided by the authors.
The results of JointRCNN [47] are directly from the original paper.
As for DeepLab V2 [17], we use the original implementation by
the authors. As for PSPNet [49] and DeepLab V3 [48], we use
the implementation provided by [51]. Compared to the original
implementations of PSPNet [49] and DeepLab V3 [48], the implementation by Huang et al. [51] integrates the synchronous Batch
Normalization (synBN) and achieves better performances than
the original implementations. The hyper-parameters for PSPNet
[49] and DeepLab V3 [48] are set followed by PSPNet [49] except
for the batch size. In detail, SGD is adopted as the optimizer. The
base learning rate is set to 0.01 and the poly learning rate policy
is adopted. The max iteration is set to 40 0 0 0. Momentum and
weight decay are set to 0.9 and 0.0 0 01 respectively. Different from
PSPNet [49] in which the batch size is set to 16, the batch size
in our implementation is set to six due to limitation of GPUs.
Performances of those methods are reported in Table 1.
Obviously, as shown in Table 1, the deep learning methods except for lightweight U-Net [10] achieve better performances than
those using hand-crafted features. Comparing with lightweight UNet [10], MNet [11], DeepLab V2 [17], JointRCNN [47] and FCDenseNet [12] taking VGG16 [14], lightweight VGG16 [10] or
DenseNet [50] as backbone, our SAN achieves lowest overlapping
errors on disc, cup and rim segmentation. Our SAN also achieves
lower BLE, which means that the detected boundaries of OD and
OC are closer to the manually delineated boundaries. Comparing
with deep methods taking the ResNet101 [15] as backbone, our
SAN achieves comparable performances on disc, cup and rim segmentation to DeepLab V3 [48], but higher overlapping errors than
PSPNet [49] on the disc segmentation by 0.2%, cup segmentation
by 0.4% and rim segmentation by 1%. In terms of BLE, PSPNet
[49], DeepLab V3 [48] and ours achieve comparable performances.
However, as we claimed before, the PSPNet [49] and DeepLab V3
[48] adopt the ResNet101 [15] as backbone and both of them use
synchronous Batch Normalization (synBN) while our proposed SAN
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Fig. 4. Examples from ORIGA [19] for OC segmentation by (b) MNet [11], (c) DeepLab V2 [17] and (d) our SAN. The solid elliptic contours in red are the OC boundaries
manually delineated by experts and the dashed elliptic contours in green are the OC boundaries of the segmented OC masks by segmentation methods.

Fig. 5. Examples from DRISHTI [20] for OD segmentation by MNet [11], DeepLab V2 [17] and our SAN. The solid elliptic contours in red are OD boundaries manually
delineated by experts and the dashed elliptic contours in green are OD boundaries of the segmented OD masks by segmentation methods.
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Table 1
Performance comparisons of the different methods on ORIGA [19].
Methods
Hand-crafted

Deep learning

Edisc

BLEdisc /std

Ecup

BLEcup /std

Erim

R-bend [5]
ASM [46]
Superpixel [9]
LRR [29]

0.129
0.148
0.102
–

–
–
–
–

0.395
0.313
0.264
0.244

–
–
–
–

–
–
0.299
–

lightweight U-Net [10]
MNet [11]
DeepLab V2 [17]
JointRCNN [47]
FC-DenseNet [12]
DeepLab V3 [48]
PSPNet [49]
Ours

0.115
0.071
0.065
0.063
0.067
0.058
0.057
0.059

–
6.88/6.98
6.11/3.02
–
–
5.38/3.44
5.25/3.15
5.59/2.91

0.287
0.230
0.221
0.209
0.231
0.208
0.204
0.208

–
14.64/10.37
14.26/8.93
–
–
13.27/9.01
12.92/8.80
13.40/8.93

0.303
0.233
0.235
–
–
0.209
0.205
0.215

Fig. 6. Examples from DRISHTI [20] for OC segmentation by MNet [11], DeepLab V2 [17] and our SAN. The solid elliptic contours in red are the OC boundaries manually
delineated by experts and the dashed elliptic contours in green are the OC boundaries of the segmented OC masks by segmentation methods.

adopts VGG16 [14] as backbone and does not use batch normalization. Both the strong backbone and synBN contribute to better
performances than that using the VGG16 without batch normalization. However, strong backbone and batch normalization/synBN
need to estimate more parameters in these methods. As a result,
the models sizes of them are much larger than ours.
For qualitative comparison, we compare our method with two
deep learning methods, i.e. MNet [11] and DeepLab V2 [17]. The
former takes the lightweight VGG16 [10] as backbone and the later
takes the VGG16 [14] as backbone. Three examples of the OD segmentation results are shown in Fig. 3, in which the solid elliptic
contours in red are the OD boundaries manually delineated by experts and the dashed elliptic contours in green are the boundaries
of the OD segmentation mask by the segmentation methods. The
OD boundaries of these three example images are seriously blurred
due to the surrounding confounding bright structures. Those bright
structures seriously confuse the MNet [11] and are wrongly classiﬁed as OD pixels. On the contrary, both our SAN and DeepLab V2
[17] are robust to those confounding bright structures, and able to
distinguish between the OD pixels and the confounding bright pixels correctly. The possible reason is that both DeepLab V2 [17] and
our SAN exploit larger context information than MNet [11], which
helps to correctly infer the labels of those confounding pixels.
Fig. 4 shows four examples of the OC segmentation results by
MNet [11], DeepLab V2 [17] and the proposed SAN. In these ONH

images, the boundaries of the OC regions are very ambiguous and
diﬃcult to be manually delineated by humans without professional
experiences. Nevertheless, the proposed SAN still works well. As is
shown in the ﬁrst two examples in Fig. 4, no matter the ONH image is heavily blurring or the scale of the OC is small, our SAN
works much better than the MNet [11] and DeepLab V2 [17]. Furthermore, our SAN performs better when the ONH images contains
confusing invalid kinks than the MNet [11] and DeepLab V2 [17],
as is shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d). Those invalid kinks exhibit similar appearances and structures to the valid kinks at different spatial locations. To distinguish between those invalid kinks and valid
kinks at different locations by one segmenter like MNet [11] and
DeepLab V2 [17] is diﬃcult. Instead, our SAN considers the spatial
layout of the vessels and learns speciﬁc segmenters for each speciﬁc part in the ONH images. Thus it is able to distinguish the valid
kinks from the invalid kinks.
Ablation study of the SAN. We look into the effect of enabling and disabling different module of our proposed SAN on
ORIGA [19]. In Table 2, the performances of different settings are
reported. In Table 2, the baseline method consists of the atrous
CNN module and standard dense classiﬁcation. We can see that
polar transformation on the input images reduces the overlapping
errors of disc, cup and rim segmentation from 8.0%, 24.4%, 27.3% to
6.7%, 22.2%, 23.2% respectively. Simply integrating the pyramid feature module (PFM) with the baseline model changes little on the
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Fig. 7. Performance comparisons on the CDR estimation and glaucoma screening. (a) shows the mean absolute CDR estimation errors by DeepLab V2 [17], MNet [11] and
ours. (b) shows the ROC curves and the AUC scores for glaucoma screening on ORIGA dataset [19] by the CDR values estimated according to the segmentation masks by the
proposed SAN, DeepLab V2 [17] and MNet [11].

Table 2
Inﬂuences of modules in SAN on ORIGA [19]. Baseline: the atrous CNN module +
standard dense classiﬁcation. PFM: pyramid feature module. SASM: spatial-aware
segmentation module.
Method

Input Image

Edisc

Ecup

Erim

Baseline
Baseline
Baseline + PFM
Baseline + SASM
Baseline + PFM + SASM

Cartesian
Polar
Polar
Polar
Polar

0.080
0.067
0.068
0.063
0.059

0.244
0.222
0.220
0.218
0.208

0.273
0.232
0.233
0.222
0.215

Table 3
Performance comparisons of the different settings for the number of parts M on
ORIGA [19].
M
1
2
4
6
8

Edisc
0.067
0.063
0.062
0.059
0.059

BLEdisc /std
6.26/3.19
6.02/2.99
5.95/2.93
5.59/2.91
5.50/2.72

Ecup
0.218
0.213
0.210
0.208
0.210

BLEcup /std
14.11/9.12
13.78/8.98
13.53/8.86
13.40/8.93
13.47/8.88

Table 4
Performance comparisons of the different setting for the number of scales R on
ORIGA [19].
R

Edisc

BLEdisc /std

Ecup

BLEcup /std

Erim

1
2
3
4
5

0.063
0.061
0.062
0.059
0.060

5.96/3.44
5.80/2.92
5.85/2.82
5.59/2.91
5.72/2.96

0.218
0.215
0.213
0.208
0.210

13.92/8.90
13.68/8.89
13.60/9.35
13.40/8.93
13.45/8.96

0.222
0.219
0.219
0.215
0.217

Table 5
Performance comparisons of the different methods on DRISHTI [20].
Methods

OD
BLE/std

Dice

BLE/std

Hand-crafted

R-bend [5]
Multiview [52]
Superpixel [9]
Graph cut prior [30]
BB-CRF [45]

0.96
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.97

8.93/2.96
8.93/2.96
9.38/5.75
14.74/15.66
6.61/3.55

0.77
0.79
0.80
0.77
0.83

30.51/24.80
25.28/18.00
22.04/12.57
26.70/16.67
18.61/13.02

Deep learning

MNet [11]
DeepLab V2 [17]
Ours

0.95
0.98
0.98

8.93/21.15
4.56/1.78
4.22/1.72

0.87
0.87
0.89

17.00/10.19
16.20/11.98
13.55/9.07

Erim
0.232
0.223
0.219
0.215
0.214

performances. Integrating with the spatial-aware segmentation
module (SASM) further reduces the overlapping errors. When we
integrate the baseline with PFM and SASM, the overlapping errors
are further reduced.
Validation of the spatial-aware segmentation module. To investigate how the explicit process for the part with similar spatial properties contributes to the joint segmentation, we train ﬁve
models respectively by setting the number of the part M to be one,
two, four, six and eight. The performances are reported in Table 3.
We can see that the overlapping errors Edisc , Ecup , Erim as well as
the boundary localisation errors BLEdisc and BLEcup decrease as the
number of part M increases from one to six. This implies that explicit process for the speciﬁc part in the ONH image is capable to
handle the variance of the spatial layout of the vessels in the ONH
images and improve the segmentation performances. When M increases to eight, the performances change slightly.
Validation of the pyramid ﬁltering module. To investigate
how the multi-scale features contribute to the joint segmentation,
we range the number of scales from one to ﬁve and train ﬁve models. The performances on ORIGA [19] are reported in Table 4. Obviously, models using multi-scale features (i.e. R ≥ 2) achieve better performances than the model extracting single scale features

OC

Dice

(i.e. R = 1). When the number of the scales increases from one to
four, the segmentation performances are gradually improved. This
implies that the multi-scale features contribute to the joint segmentation. As the number of the scales increases from four to ﬁve,
the performances degrade slightly. This is because the atrous rate
of the spatial ﬁlters used to produce the features at the ﬁfth scale
becomes 30. Spatial ﬁlters with such a large atrous rate tends to
degrade to simple 1 × 1 ﬁlters [48] and no more context information is exploited when M increases from four to ﬁve.
4.4. Results on DRISHTI
Segmentation evaluation. On DRISHT [20], we compare the
proposed SAN with ﬁve hand-crafted feature based segmentation
methods, i.e., R-bend [5], Multiview [52], Superpixel [9], Graph cut
prior [30] and BB-CRF [45], and two deep learning based methods
MNet [11] and DeepLab V2 [17]. The performances are reported in
Table 5. It is obvious that: (1) the deep learning based methods
achieve better performances than most of the hand-crafted methods, especially on OC segmentation task; (2) the dice coeﬃcient
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of the proposed SAN and DeepLab V2 [17] reach 98%, which indicates that the OD segmentation ability of both methods on DRISHT
[20] almost reach the expert level; (3) compared with the state
of the arts, the proposed SAN gets better performances on OC segmentation and comparable performances on OD segmentation. The
visual comparisons on OD and OC segmentation to MNet [11] and
DeepLab V2 [17] are illustrated in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively. As
we can see from Fig. 5, MNet [11] fails on the OD segmentation
tasks while our SAN and DeepLab V2 [17] work well. As shown in
Fig. 6, the boundaries of the OC masks by our SAN are closer to
the manual OC boundaries than those by MNet [11] and DeepLab
V2 [17].
5. Glaucoma screening
Glaucoma is the foremost cause of the irreversible vision impairment and irreversible blindness [53]. An important measure for
the glaucoma diagnosis in clinical is the CDR value. Generally, the
larger CDR value is, the higher risk of glaucoma is. Unlike direct
glaucoma screening which maps the image space to image-level
label space such as [54], we ﬁrst apply our spatial-aware segmentation method to the CDR estimation, and then screen glaucoma
according to the CDR.
We compare the performances of our method both on the CDR
estimation and glaucoma screening with two deep models, i.e., the
MNet [11] and DeepLab V2 [17]. We only evaluate the proposed
method on ORIGA [19] since it provides the clinical diagnoses.
To evaluate the CDR estimation, we follow [11] and use the absolute CDR error δ E , which is deﬁned as:

ˆ , CDRGT ) = |CDR
ˆ − CDRGT |,
δE (CDR

(16)

ˆ is estimated based on the predicted OC and OD segwhere CDR
mentation masks, and CDRGT is manually estimated by the experienced clinician. Fig. 7(a) shows the average errors. DeepLab V2
[17] and MNet [11] get the average absolute CDR error 0.071 while
ours gets much lower average absolute CDR error 0.066.
To show the correlation between the estimated CDR value and
glaucoma, we report the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curve and the area under the curve (AUC), as introduced in [11].
To plot the ROC curve, the CDR values are ﬁrst thresholded and the
subjects whose CDR values are larger than the threshold value are
regarded as glaucomatous suspect. Then we calculate the false positive rate and true positive rate. By changing the threshold value,
the ROC curve is obtained and AUC is computed. Fig. 7(b) shows
the ROC curves and AUC values. The AUCs of DeepLab V2 [17],
MNet [11] and our SAN are 83.77%, 85.08% and 85.56% respectively.
Ours is 1.79% higher than the DeepLab V2 [17] and 0.48% higher
than the MNet [11]. This reﬂects that the CDR values computed
based on the segmentation masks by our SAN has highest correlation to the glaucoma screening.
One thing worth to mention here is that the performances of
different segmentation methods on the joint segmentation task,
CDR calculation task and glaucoma screening task are not always
consistent. (1) The performances of DeepLab V2 [17] on segmentation tasks are better than MNet [11] while their average CDR errors are same. This is reasonable because the pixel domain used to
measure the performances for the segmentation task and the CDR
estimation task are different. The former is measured with regard
to all the pixels in the ONH images while the latter is only with
regard to four points deﬁning the vertical OC diameter and OD diameter. (2) The average CDR errors of the DeepLab V2 [17] and
the MNet [11] are same while the AUC for glaucoma screening of
the DeepLab V2 [17] is worse than that of the MNet [11]. This
is reasonable because both overestimation for the CDR values of
the glaucoma cases and underestimation for the CDR values of
the normal cases not only result high AUC when performing glau-

coma prediction, but also result high average CDR errors. Nevertheless, our spatial-aware method consistently achieves better performances on the joint segmentation task, the CDR calculation task
and the glaucoma screening task than DeepLab V2 [17] and MNet
[11].
6. Conclusion and future work
This paper proposes a spatial-aware joint OD and OC segmentation method and designs a spatial-aware neural network to implement it. Experimental results on two public datasets demonstrate
its effectiveness on the OD and OC segmentation. Based on the
segmentation masks, the CDR is estimated and shows high correlation to the risk of glaucoma, which indicates that the proposed
method can play a signiﬁcant role in the glaucoma screening system and assist the ophthalmologist to assess the progression of
glaucoma. Our method has the following advantages:
• It is able to distinguish the OD region from the confounding
bright structures surrounding the OD by extracting spatially
dense context features with large size of the receptive ﬁeld of
view, and achieves the state-of-the-art performances on the OD
segmentation on the datasets ORIGA [19] and DRISHTI [20].
• It is able to distinguish the valid kinks from the invalid kinks by
explicitly considering the spatial locations, and performs better
on the OC segmentation on the datasets ORIGA [19] and DRISHTI [20] than the previous methods.
• It obtains better performances when applying it to the CRD estimation and the glaucoma screening on ORGIA dataset [19].
We note that our segmentation method also can help the prediction of other optic nerve head related eye diseases such as the
onarteritic anterior ischaemic optic neuropathy [55] and optic neuritis [56], etc. This will be our future work. Additionally, the idea
of explicitly processing the regions with similar spatial layout in
a different way can be used to the segmentation tasks on other
biomedical images that also have the similar characteristics as the
ONH images, for example the cardiac ventricle MR images.
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Appendix A. The detailed conﬁguration for SAN
In this section, we provide the detailed conﬁguration for the
proposed SAN. As shown in Fig. 8, it consists of an atrous CNN
module (see Fig. 9), and a pyramid ﬁltering module including six
parallel PFBs (see Fig. 10), and a segmentation module including
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Fig. 8. The architecture of the proposed SAN. It consists of the atrous CNN module,
and the pyramid ﬁltering module including six PFBs, and the spatial-aware segmentation module including six SEBs, and the concatenation and 8 × up-sampling
operators.

six parallel SEBs, (see Fig. 10), the concatenation and 8 × upsampling operators. In these ﬁgures, the conﬁguration for each
type of layers are illustrated as follows:
• convolutional layer
Conv < receptive ﬁeld size> − <number of channels >
• atrous convolutional layer
AtrousConv < receptive ﬁeld size> − <number of channels>
− <atrous rate >
• max pooling layer
MaxPooling < receptive ﬁeld size> − <stride >
• dropout
Dropout- < dropout rate >

Fig. 9. The detailed conﬁguration for the atrous CNN. It consists of ﬁve stages. The
ﬁrst four stages are equipped with two or three convolutional layers (Conv), and
one max pooling layer (MaxPooling). The last stage consists of three atrous convolutional layers (AtrousConv) and one max pooling layer (MaxPooling). We note that
each Conv/AtrousConv layer is equipped with the ReLU activation layer [41], which
is not shown for brevity.

Fig. 10. The detailed conﬁguration for the pyramid ﬁltering block (i.e. PFB(m) in Fig. 8) and spatial-aware segmentation block (i.e. SEB(m) in Fig. 8). The input of PFB(m) is the
output of the atrous CNN module, i.e., fONH , and its output is directly fed into SEB(m) . SEB(m) , yielding the probability matrix P(m ) ∈ R51×Wm ×3 for part m. Each element Pi,(mj,t) is
the probability that the point [i, j] belongs to class t, where t ∈ {oc, rim, background}. Wm is the width of the mth part of fONH . It equals to eight if m ∈ {1, 3, 4, 6}, or equals
to ten if m = 2, or equals to nine if m = 5.
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The shape of each stage’s output is given in the bracket and
denoted as (height × width × number of channels).
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